Abstract: - The advancement of digital human modeling technology underscores the importance of accurately representing human characteristics and behaviors using motion capture technologies. This paper introduces the Real-time Gait Event Tracker (RGET), an advanced method aimed at precisely detecting gait events via an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), thereby supporting high-precision digital human modeling. RGET integrates planning techniques into continuous states and action spaces, utilizing first-order difference functions and sliding window techniques to effectively identify four key gait events: Heel Strike (HS), Toe Off (TO), Walking Start (WS), and Walking Pause (WP). The system efficiently manages IMU gait signal data through real-time queuing techniques and extracts dynamic features within time frames using positive/negative windowed first-order difference integrations. By adopting weighted sleep time methods and adaptive threshold decision rules, RGET accurately extracts gait event features from sequences. Not only does RGET support precise gait segmentation with an F1 score of 95.9%, but it also provides an innovative method for digital human modeling and its applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the interdisciplinary fields of Mathematics [1], Engineering [2], and Computer Sciences [3], as well as basic and biological sciences, the significance of gait analysis is increasingly recognized, particularly in its application to wearable technologies [4] and human-robot interaction [5]. Gait analysis, a sophisticated method for assessing human locomotion [6], is pivotal in the development of exoskeletons and other human-interactive robotic systems.

In the specialized area of wearable exoskeleton systems, the importance of precise control [7] and sophisticated behavior perception [8] cannot be overstated. A critical aspect of this control system is the use of Euler angle data [9], which is primarily obtained through accelerometers [10] and gyroscopes [11]. These sensors play a fundamental role in the lower limb sensing of exoskeleton robots, enabling the precise depiction of the lower limbs' orientation in three-dimensional space.

The efficient and real-time processing of Euler angle data is essential for exoskeleton robots to determine their orientation and position accurately. This capability is crucial for refining the control of their movements, especially in critical aspects such as posture control [12], strategic motion planning [13], structural design [14] and environmental adaptability [15]. Moreover, the integration of sensor data is vital for fault diagnosis [16] and the development of effective feedback mechanisms [15,17,18] within these robotic systems.

In the sphere of gait-centric robotic systems, including exoskeleton robots, the phases of "Gait Initiation" [19,20] and "Gait Termination" [21,22] are key in understanding user intentions. The phase of "Gait Initiation" signals the moment a user begins walking [23]. Accurately detecting this moment is crucial for activating the exoskeleton's assistive motion modalities [24], aligning the robot's support [25] with the user's intended walking pattern [26]. On the other hand, "Gait Termination" indicates the end of a walking sequence [27]. Recognizing this event enables the exoskeleton to reduce or stop support [28], allowing for a natural and safe conclusion to the user's movement.

In the detailed study of the gait cycle, the events of Toe-Off (TO) [29,30] and Heel Strike (HS) [31,32] hold paramount importance, as shown in Figure 1. TO marks the beginning of the swing phase and is characterized by the moment the toe leaves the ground at the end of a walking cycle [33]. This event is crucial for facilitating stabilization and preparing for the swing phase. On the other hand, HS signifies the start of the stance phase,
occurring when the heel makes its initial contact with the ground [34]. This phase is essential for providing stability and reducing impact forces during the support phase of walking. The exoskeleton system, by responding to these events, can offer crucial propulsive assistance for the subsequent step, thereby enhancing the overall efficiency of walking.
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**Figure 1:** Phases of the Human Gait Cycle. This diagram represents the progression of a single gait cycle, highlighting the transitions between major events such as Heel Strike (HS), Flat Foot (FF), Midstance (MST), Heel-Off (HO), Preswing (PS), Toe-Off (TO), Midswing (MSW), and returning to Heel Strike (HS). Each phase is annotated with its approximate percentage duration of the total gait cycle.

Therefore, the accurate identification and response to these four fundamental gait events—Heel Strike (HS), Toe-Off (TO), Walking Start (WS), and Walking Pause (WP)—from continuous data is critical in achieving synchronization between the robot and the user's natural gait rhythm. This synchronization is key to enhancing walking efficacy [11], comfort [35], and the safety [36] of the robot's application.

However, the precise detection [37] and analysis [38] of these gait events remain a significant challenge, especially in dynamic and variable environments [39,40], as shown in Figure 2. One of the primary difficulties lies in differentiating actual gait events like toe-off from incidental movements [41] such as foot jittering [42]. Traditional methods of gait analysis often struggle to discern these subtle but critical differences, especially across varied gait patterns and in different environmental contexts. For instance, the amplitude and frequency of foot motion can change with variations in step frequency and pace during different activities like walking or running, adding complexity to the task of accurate gait event detection. This complexity underscores the need for advanced techniques in gait analysis, capable of effectively navigating and interpreting these nuanced aspects of human movement within the context of exoskeleton technology.
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**Figure 2:** Examples of gait Euler Angle pulse curves in different scenarios. (a) is the gait curve of standing still; (b) to (e) are the gait curves of normal walking; (f) to (l) show the pathological gait curves.
The task of accurately interpreting peaks within gait data [43] is a significant challenge in real-world gait analysis. Identifying a peak that signifies a toe-off event is just the first step; the algorithm must also be judicious in not misinterpreting closely spaced peaks as consecutive toe-off events, which are unlikely within a normal gait cycle. This necessitates a mechanism within the algorithm to "suspend" its activity temporarily. Such a suspension prevents the misidentification of nearby peaks as separate events, thereby reducing the likelihood of false alarms caused by noise.

Another major challenge is the precise recognition and adjustment to variations in gait curve amplitudes under different conditions [44,45]. Traditional gait analysis methods often employ fixed thresholds to detect events like toe-off or heel strike. However, this approach generally lacks the flexibility needed to accommodate changes in gait under varying conditions. For example, a transition from a slow walk to a sprint or moving across different terrains can result in shifts in gait speed and pattern. In such scenarios, fixed thresholds may not adequately capture all crucial gait events.

Furthermore, variations in gait curves are influenced by individual differences [46], the intensity of activities [47], and environmental factors [48]. These create intertwined challenges that call for a comprehensive approach. Activities with varying intensities, such as high-speed movements, typically produce higher amplitudes and more frequent events, while gentler activities result in lower amplitudes and frequencies. Discrepancies in amplitude and frequency across different activity intensities can lead to inaccuracies in detecting gait events.

Therefore, a method that is adaptable and comprehensive is essential to effectively navigate these complex fluctuations and challenges. This method should be capable of dynamically adjusting to varying gait conditions, accurately interpreting the data, and discerning true gait events from noise and other non-gait movements. By addressing these complexities, advancements in gait analysis can lead to more accurate and reliable control of exoskeleton systems, improving their efficacy and user experience.

In response to these intricate challenges, our research introduces a series of innovative methodologies. We have engineered an advanced gait detection system specifically for complex settings, named the Real-time Gait Event Tracker (RGET). This system utilizes Euler angle data from the lower limbs of exoskeleton robots to achieve high-precision, multi-event detection in real time. The RGET method enhances the precision in pinpointing vital gait events and is specially designed to adapt to dynamic and variable conditions. It demonstrates exceptional sensitivity and versatility in recognizing a range of gait patterns.

Furthermore, our study incorporates a novel approach called the weighted sleep time strategy. This strategy significantly improves the accuracy and adaptability of gait event detection. It does so by dynamically altering the algorithm's sensitivity and its period of inactivity, or "sleep," thereby reducing the likelihood of false detections due to closely spaced or erroneous peaks.

Additionally, we have developed an adaptive threshold decision mechanism. This approach continuously adjusts detection thresholds to suit individual walking patterns and changes in the environment. It does this by calculating a weighted average of the detected pulse peaks and setting this average as the new benchmark for peak identification. This method allows the system to respond effectively to variations in gait speed, intensity, and environmental factors.

The primary contributions of our research are manifold, offering significant advancements in the realm of gait analysis:

- Advanced High-Precision Multi-Event Real-Time Gait Detection Method: Our research introduces a groundbreaking method for gait detection, particularly suited for complex environments. This method stands out for its high precision and capability to handle multiple gait events simultaneously in real-time. It excels not only in increasing the accuracy of identifying critical gait events but also demonstrates remarkable applicability and flexibility across various dynamic and fluctuating scenarios.

- Novel Weighted Sleep Time Strategy: We have innovated a weighted sleep time strategy that revolutionizes the way gait event detection algorithms operate. By dynamically adjusting the algorithm's sensitivity and its inactive periods, this strategy substantially boosts the accuracy and flexibility in detecting gait events. This approach effectively mitigates the risk of false positives and enhances the algorithm's ability to respond to true gait events accurately, even in complex situations.

- Cutting-Edge Adaptive Threshold Decision Rule: Our research has yielded an adaptive threshold decision rule, specifically designed for real-time adaptation of detection thresholds in response to varying gait events. This rule is adept at accommodating shifts in the amplitude of gait curves that occur in different scenarios, such as changes in walking speed or terrain.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Real-time Gait Event Tracker (RGET) algorithm, a sophisticated tool in our research arsenal, is founded on the principles of time series analysis and signal processing. This algorithm utilizes real-time differential and integral operations to precisely identify characteristic features within the gait time series data. Such an approach is crucial for pinpointing key gait events, particularly from limited local data.

Rooted in dynamic systems theory, the RGET algorithm's core strategy revolves around discerning and interpreting patterns and trends from continuous data streams. As illustrated in our figures 3, this algorithm comprises several integral components: a time-window slope differentiation function, an innovative adaptive threshold decision rule, and a uniquely developed weighted sleep time method.

Figures 3: Overview of the Recursive Gait Event Timing (RGET) Algorithm Framework. This flowchart delineates the step-by-step process employed by the RGET algorithm, starting from data acquisition using accelerometers and gyroscopes, through preprocessing with a Butterworth filter, to the analysis using a time-window slope difference function and the execution of the adaptive threshold decision rule.

The time-window slope differentiation function is engineered to analyze the slope changes within a specific time window, enabling the algorithm to detect subtle variations in gait patterns. The adaptive threshold decision rule is designed to dynamically adjust the detection thresholds, accommodating changes in gait amplitude and frequency. This ensures the algorithm remains sensitive and accurate under varying conditions. Lastly, the weighted sleep time method plays a pivotal role in enhancing the algorithm's precision. It intelligently modulates the algorithm's sensitivity and inactive periods, preventing false detections and ensuring the algorithm reacts accurately to true gait events.
A. Real-time Gait Event Tracker

The Real-time Gait Event Tracker (RGET) algorithm is meticulously designed to focus on local amplitude variations within gait data, a crucial aspect for identifying specific events in the gait cycle, such as Heel Strike (HS) and Toe Off (TO). The primary aim of RGET is to accurately trace the rising and falling slopes of the gait curve, a process achieved through sequential frame analysis within a dynamically shifting time window. This analysis leads to the creation of what we refer to as the RGET curve, a refined representation of the gait cycle's key features.

In order to elucidate the workings of the proposed Relative Gradient Echo Tracking (RGET) method, Figure 3 presents a comparative analysis between pulse data, difference signals, positive RGET, and negative RGET. The top panel of the figure displays the pulse data waveform, which is indicative of the initial signal captured by the system.

"The 'difference' signal displayed in the second panel of Figure 4 is derived from the first-order difference of the Pulse Data, representing the rate of change or the gradient of the pulse waveform at each point. The 'difference' curve, illustrated with a blue line, incorporates areas filled in green and red, which signify the integral of the increment changes within a specific window compared to a baseline signal. The green-filled areas represent regions where the integral is greater than zero, corresponding to positive slope changes in the gait data. Conversely, the red-filled areas represent regions where the integral is less than zero, corresponding to negative slope changes.
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Figure 4: Examples of gait curves processed using RGET, depicting the relationship between pulse data, differential signals, and the RGET outputs. The topmost graph showcases the 'Pulse Data' with identifiable peaks, which represents the raw signals obtained from the gait analysis. The difference signal is derived from the first-order difference of the Pulse Data, representing the rate of change or the gradient of the pulse waveform at each point. The subsequent panels illustrate 'Positive RGET' and 'Negative RGET' signals, which accumulate these positive and negative differences respectively, offering a clear visualization of the gait cycle's upward and downward trends.

This first-order differential is crucial as it accentuates the instantaneous changes in the Pulse Data, enabling the detection of subtle variations that might be indicative of significant events within the signal. By computing the first-order difference, we highlight the velocity of the signal's change rather than its absolute values. Peaks in the 'difference' signal correspond to rapid increases in the Pulse Data, while troughs correspond to rapid decreases.

This differential approach allows the RGET algorithm to be sensitive to the dynamics of the signal, providing a powerful tool for detecting transient events that could be lost if only the raw data were considered. The ability
to detect these dynamic changes underpins the RGET method's capability to accurately track and analyze complex time-series data in real-time."

To enhance its effectiveness in detecting the peaks and troughs that characterize the gait curve, the RGET algorithm integrates two specialized methodologies: GSFSpos and GSFSneg. Each of these methodologies has a distinct focus and operational definition, tailored to address specific aspects of the gait cycle:

a) \textbf{RGETpos (Positive Real-time Gait Event Tracker)}

This component of the RGET algorithm concentrates on identifying positive slope variations within the gait data. It is specifically engineered to detect the ascending phases of the gait curve, which are indicative of certain key gait events. By isolating and analyzing these positive slopes, GSFSpos aids in accurately pinpointing moments like the initial phase of Heel Strike or the early stages of Toe Off. Its expression is given in Eq.1.

$$\text{RGET}_{\text{pos}} = \sum_{k=i-w}^{i} \Delta u_k, \Delta u_k = \begin{cases} 0: & \Delta u_k \leq 0 \\ \Delta u_k: & \Delta u_k > 0 \end{cases}$$

Where \( \omega \) specifies the duration of the time window, \( y_k \) indicates the Euler angle measurements of the gait curve. The difference signal, denoted as \( \Delta u_k \) in the equation 1, represents the incremental changes in the gait data. It is calculated by taking the difference between consecutive Euler angle measurements \( \Delta y_k = y_k - y_{k-1} \). This difference is only considered when there is an increase in the angle value \( \Delta y_k > 0 \), which corresponds to the positive slope variations in the gait curve. When the change is non-positive \( \Delta y_k \leq 0 \), the 'difference' is set to zero, as the focus is solely on the ascending phases of the gait curve.

The RGETpos is a sum of these 'difference' signals over a specified time window \( \omega \). This summation process enhances the detection of positive gradient changes within the gait data. In practical terms, RGETpos is sensitive to the initiation and progression of upward trends in the gait cycle, such as the initial phase of a Heel Strike or the onset of a Toe Off. This sensitivity allows RGETpos to serve as a reliable indicator for the commencement of key gait events, facilitating their precise detection in real-time applications.

By isolating and accumulating positive increments within the time window, the RGETpos forms a curve that can precede the actual peaks in the gait curve. This characteristic is crucial for real-time event detection, as it enables the identification of gait events slightly before they reach their maximal value, ensuring timely and responsive tracking of the gait cycle.

b) \textbf{RGETneg (Negative Real-time Gait Event Tracker)}

In contrast, GSFSneg is designed to focus on the negative slope variations in the gait data. This methodology is essential for recognizing the descending phases of the gait curve. By scrutinizing these negative slopes, GSFSneg plays a critical role in identifying other crucial points in the gait cycle, such as the completion of Toe Off or the latter phase of Heel Strike. Its expression is given in Eq.2.

$$\text{RGET}_{\text{neg}} = \sum_{k=i-w}^{i} \Delta u_k, \Delta u_k = \begin{cases} 0: & \Delta u_k \leq 0 \\ \Delta u_k: & \Delta u_k > 0 \end{cases}$$

Where \( \omega \) specifies the duration of the time window, \( \Delta y_k = y_k - y_{k-1} \) indicates the Euler angle measurements of the gait curve. Similarly, the Negative RGET, represented by the red curve, aggregates all negative 'difference' signals, occurring when \( \Delta y_k = y_k - y_{k-1} \leq 0 \), which indicates a downward trend in the gait cycle. Hence, when the gait curve shows a decreasing slope, the Negative RGET sums these decrements, forming a trough in the graph, which precisely signals the conclusion of gait events, like the completion phase of Toe Off.

Together, GSFSpos and GSFSneg enable the RGET algorithm to conduct a comprehensive and nuanced analysis of the gait curve. Vertical lines marked as 'Corresponding point' serve to align significant points on the pulse data with those on the Positive and Negative RGET curves. This alignment elucidates how these elements are interrelated and provides a clear visual guide for understanding the dynamic interactions within the gait cycle. This dual approach ensures that all critical phases of the gait cycle are accurately identified, allowing for a more precise and holistic understanding of human locomotion.

B. Dynamic rule update

In the realm of practical gait analysis, the formation of pulse peaks unfolds in two distinct scenarios: those instigated by Toe Off events and those emanating from disruptive factors like foot tremors. Drawing a clear distinction between these scenarios is paramount, as only the former provides reliable data for accurate gait prediction. Once pulse peaks are identified, the crucial step lies in implementing decision rules that translate the extracted gait curve features into meaningful gait events. These rules encapsulate three pivotal aspects:
1) **Alternating Occurrences of Peaks**: Within the continuous gait curve, the anticipation of alternating instances of peaks is a fundamental expectation. Typically, each gait cycle encompasses a single occurrence of both Heel Strike (HS) and Toe Off (TO) events, and the algorithm recognizes this alternation pattern.

2) **Temporal Gap between Identical Gait Events**: The natural pace of walking dictates a temporal gap between identical gait events. This temporal criterion serves as a vital tool in distinguishing authentic peaks induced by Toe Off from those arising due to foot tremors. Following the identification of a Toe Off-induced peak, the algorithm strategically enters a "sleep" phase. During this temporary hiatus, the detection of new peaks is momentarily halted. This strategic approach aligns with the principles of human gait biomechanics, acknowledging the improbability of two Toe Off events occurring within a standard gait cycle.

3) **Threshold Baseline for Extreme Values**: Peaks and troughs associated with TO and HS events in both the gait and RGET curves typically represent the cycle's maximal or minimal values. To filter out extreme values, an initial threshold baseline is set at 60% of the adjacent curve's amplitude. Only peaks and troughs emerging beyond this baseline in both the gait curve signal and RGET signal are deemed valid for detection. This meticulous thresholding ensures precision and relevance in the gait analysis process.

However, achieving a delicate balance between real-time precision and accuracy in the application of the second and third rules poses substantial challenges, especially in dynamic and variable environments. Diverse gait contexts introduce unique curve features such as amplitude, period, and phase shifts, rendering static thresholds and sleep durations less effective in these multifaceted real-world scenarios. To address these challenges, our research introduces a synergistic approach that combines highly adaptive thresholds with a weighted sleep time methodology. This dual strategy is meticulously designed to adeptly navigate the intricacies of dynamic and multifarious gait environments, ensuring unparalleled accuracy and responsiveness in gait analysis.

a) **Step-Responsive Sleep Optimization (SRSO) Strategy**

To implement this innovative approach, we have devised a weighted queue system that dynamically adjusts sleep durations based on the current characteristics of gait data. The adaptive sleep interval is finely tuned to the individual's step frequency and speed, adapting to different walking contexts. For instance, in scenarios involving rapid walking, the sleep duration is shortened to align with the increased stepping rates. Conversely, during slow-paced walking, the sleep interval is prolonged to minimize the impact of noise. Data is selectively admitted into the pulse peak window queue only when it aligns with predefined time intervals specific to the gait scenario. This method serves the dual purpose of filtering out noise while ensuring the precise capture of crucial gait events.

The mathematical formulation of the Step-Responsive Sleep Optimization Strategy is outlined as Eq.3:

\[
T_{\text{gap}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{q_{\text{len}}} RT_i w_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{q_{\text{len}}} w_i}
\]

In our model, we define a peak time window queue denoted as \( q \), where \( RT_i \) represents the minimal sleep duration for the \( n \)th significant peak. The length of the queue is indicated by \( q_{\text{len}} \), and \( RT_i \) denotes the sleep duration recorded at the \( i \)th position within \( q \). Additionally, \( w_i \) illustrates the weight assigned to the \( i \)th position in the queue. Our framework posits that weights are more substantial closer to the queue's entrance. Therefore, as one progresses from the queue exit to the entrance, \( w_i \) incrementally increases from 1 to \( q_{\text{len}} \). This sophisticated formulation ensures a dynamic and adaptive sleep time strategy that aligns with the evolving characteristics of gait data, enhancing the accuracy and responsiveness of the overall system in diverse and dynamic gait scenarios.

b) **Adjustive Bar Decision Rule**

In addressing the dynamic amplitude alterations observed in gait curves across diverse scenarios, our research introduces an innovative adaptive threshold decision rule. This rule is meticulously crafted for the real-time recalibration of the detection threshold for pulse peaks, thereby enhancing the accuracy and adaptability of peak identification.

Built on a simple yet effective observation, the adaptive threshold decision rule acknowledges the inherent variability in gait curve amplitudes across different scenarios. Activities characterized by rapidity or intensity often result in more pronounced amplitudes, contrasting with the subdued amplitudes observed in slower or more moderate activities. Consequently, relying on a static threshold for pulse peak detection proves insufficient in accommodating the entire spectrum of scenarios. The algorithm requires a dynamic modulation of the pulse peak detection threshold in real-time, accommodating the variability in individual gait patterns and environmental dynamics.
To address this challenge, our research devises a dynamic threshold computation mechanism that actively monitors pulse peaks within each position of the weighted queue. For every emerging pulse peak, its threshold is established as 60% of the aggregated weighted average of existing pulse peaks within the queue. This criterion ensures that a new pulse peak is recognized as valid and allowed entry into the pulse peak queue only if it exceeds this dynamically adjusted threshold. The baseline threshold for pulse peaks is denoted as \( \text{Threshold}_0 \). In cases where \( n - 1 \) peaks have already been validated and incorporated into the peak time window queue, the adaptive threshold for the subsequent, or \( n^{th} \), peak is determined by the following Eq4:

\[
\text{Bar}_n = \frac{k \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{wi}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i}
\]  

Here, \( \text{Threshold}_n \) represents the threshold for the \( n^{th} \) validated peak, while \( P_i \) denotes the peak value at position \( i \) within the queue \( q \). This formulation is integral to our dynamic threshold computation mechanism, ensuring the precision of peak validation in the analysis of gait data.

C. Evaluation Indicator

To rigorously evaluate the performance of our model under various configurations, we employ four pivotal metrics: Detection Rate, True Negative Rate (TNR), False Positive Rate (FPR), and the F1-Score. Each metric offers a distinct perspective on the predictive capabilities of our model, thus facilitating a comprehensive assessment of its accuracy and reliability.

\( a) \) Detection Rate

The Detection Rate quantifies the model's proficiency in identifying positive instances, calculated as the ratio of correctly identified positive instances to the total number of positive instances present. Formally, it is expressed as:

\[
\text{Detection Rate} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}}
\]  

where TP denotes True Positives and FN denotes False Negatives. A high Detection Rate signifies the model's effectiveness in capturing positive samples, crucial for applications demanding high sensitivity in positive class identification.

\( b) \) True Negative Rate (TNR)

The True Negative Rate (TNR), also known as Specificity, measures the model's ability to accurately identify negative instances. It is the proportion of correctly predicted negative instances to the total actual negative instances, defined as:

\[
\text{TNR} = \frac{\text{TN}}{\text{TN} + \text{FP}}
\]  

where TN represents True Negatives and FP represents False Positives. TNR is particularly vital when dealing with imbalanced datasets, as it helps discern whether the model merely favors the majority class or genuinely distinguishes between classes.

\( c) \) False Positive Rate (FPR)

The False Positive Rate (FPR) is the converse of TNR, representing the proportion of negative instances incorrectly labeled as positive, relative to the total number of actual negative instances:

\[
\text{FPR} = \frac{\text{FP}}{\text{TN} + \text{FP}}
\]  

Reducing the FPR is paramount in applications where misclassifying negative instances as positive could have grave consequences, making it a critical metric for evaluating model performance.

\( d) \) F1-Score

The F1-Score is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall, offering a singular metric that balances both precision and recall. It is especially relevant for imbalanced datasets, as it concurrently considers both the accuracy and completeness of the positive class predictions:

\[
\text{F1-Score} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]  

In this study, we further explore the impact of two critical hyperparameters—Sleeptime and bar—on these evaluation metrics to identify the optimal model configuration. Through this analytical approach, we aim to provide a nuanced understanding of the model's performance, particularly in complex or imbalanced data scenarios.
III. EXPERIMENT

A. Data Preparation and Experimental Setup

In this exploratory study, we recruited four healthy male subjects, each devoid of notable physical or cognitive impairments that could potentially influence their gait patterns. Participants were equipped with a singular Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), securely positioned on the anterior section of the tibia using an adjustable nylon buckle strap. The IMU maintained seamless connectivity with a handheld device via Bluetooth, enabling data transmission at a frequency of 60Hz. Positioned precisely along the longitudinal axis of the tibia, the IMU underwent calibration to accurately capture the tibial angular velocity in the sagittal plane, with a primary focus on the x-axis.

In a comprehensive exploration of the dynamic spectrum of human gait, our study specifically targeted two principal gait modalities: natural and pathological. Natural gait involved extended periods of consistent ambulation interspersed with phases of rest, encompassing rapid transitional movements, turns, and static standing phases. The primary objective for the algorithm was to attain optimal stability and precision. In contrast, pathological gait was characterized by increased tremors and erratic fluctuations in frequency and amplitude. Data acquisition spanned across these diverse states, capturing transitions from stillness to motion and vice versa for each participant. The extensive dataset comprised approximately 1,500 individual gait samples, encompassing various walking patterns such as regular walking, rapid transitions, turning, standing, shuffling, and specific pathological gaits simulating movements seen in Parkinsonian conditions.

The IMU gathered crucial data, including tibial angular velocity, acceleration, and step timing, with gait events (Heel Strike, Toe Off, Walking Start, Walking Pause) meticulously annotated through video assessment and non-real-time processing. Additionally, all data compilation was conducted within a controlled environment, utilizing splicing techniques for real-time algorithmic detection. This approach simulated authentic scenarios of varied walking patterns interspersed with stationary periods, ensuring the fidelity and dependability of our findings.

B. Hyperparameter optimization and adaptive parameter range determination

In the process of optimizing model performance, selecting appropriate evaluation metrics and adjusting model hyperparameters are crucial. In this study, we utilized Detection Rate, True Negative Rate (TNR), False Positive Rate (FPR), and F1 Score as evaluation metrics with the aim of optimizing model performance by adjusting the hyperparameters Sleep time and Bar.

The objective of hyperparameter optimization in this research was to find the optimal values of Sleep time and Bar that maximize the model's detection rate and TNR, while achieving the highest possible F1 Score and maintaining a low FPR. To achieve this goal, we employed a systematic optimization strategy, namely, analyzing the impact of hyperparameters on evaluation metrics through two-dimensional and three-dimensional relationship graphs.

a) Optimal selection of Detection Rate

Initially, we collected a series of model performance data under various Sleep time and Bar through experiments. The experimental design adhered to strict variable control principles, ensuring one hyperparameter was varied while the other remained constant. This process involved extensive model training and evaluation to ensure the reliability and validity of the data.

The Figure 5 (a) illustrating the Detection Rate as a function of Sleep Count values for both gait events HS and TO reveals an initially high Detection Rate across lower values. The Detection Rate for the HS event remains relatively stable up to a Sleep Count of about 40, suggesting that this range is suitable for optimizing detection. At the same time, the Detection Rate for the TO event starts to decline sharply after a Sleep Count value near 40. Consequently, an optimal Sleep Count value for the TO event would be below 40 to achieve the best Detection Rate.
Figure 5: Impact of Sleep Count and Bar on Detection Rate for Gait Events HS and TO

The Figure 5 (b) that plots Detection Rate against Bar Count values reveals nuanced behaviors for the gait events HS and TO. The HS event displays a marginal decline in Detection Rate with increasing Bar Count values, suggesting a minimal impact on detection performance and implying robustness across the tested range. This slight decrease indicates that while there is some sensitivity to the Bar Count parameter, its effect does not substantially compromise the HS event's Detection Rate.

Conversely, the Detection Rate for the TO event remains significantly high at Bar Count values below 10, emphasizing its effective detection capability within this range. Notably, the TO event Detection Rate peaks at a Bar Count of 6, where it achieves its optimal performance. Maintaining the Bar Count at or near 6 for the TO event appears to be particularly conducive to achieving a high Detection Rate, highlighting the importance of this value for the TO detection optimization.

b) Optimal selection of TNR

Analyzing the two-dimensional plots of Figure 6 provided for the True Negative Rate (TNR) in relation to the Sleep Count and Bar Count values, we observe distinct trends for the TNR of the gait events High Sensitivity (HS) and Threshold Optimization (TO).

Figure 6: Impact of Sleep Count and Bar on TNR for Gait Events HS and TO

Figure 6 (a) demonstrates the relationship between TNR and Sleep Count values for the gait events High Sensitivity (HS) and Threshold Optimization (TO). The TNR for both events initially shows stability, underscoring the models' capabilities in correctly identifying true negative cases at lower Sleep Count values. HS maintains a high TNR up to a Sleep Count of approximately 40, indicating that within this range, the model has a lower likelihood of falsely detecting an event when there is none. The slight decline beyond this point suggests a marginal decrease in specificity, which may not significantly affect the model's overall performance, but it is still a consideration for setting an upper limit on the Sleep Count value. TO, on the other hand, exhibits a marked
decrease in TNR past a Sleep Count value of 44, suggesting a critical threshold for maintaining high specificity. Thus, Sleep Count values less than 44 are recommended for optimal specificity in both HS and TO events.

In Figure 6 (b), the pattern of TNR with respect to Bar Count values reveals a peak performance zone for HS, indicating a range where the system is most adept at avoiding false negatives. The observed peak for HS, between Bar Count values of 3 to 8, represents the optimal balance between sensitivity and specificity. This is where the system is neither overly conservative nor too permissive, which aligns with the principal aim of maintaining a high TNR. In contrast, TO exhibits a high specificity at low Bar Count values, with a sharp decrease beyond the value of 9. For TO, staying below this threshold ensures that true negatives are not mistaken as positives.

c) Optimal selection of FPR

From Figure 7 (a), both HS and TO show a low FPR at smaller Sleep Count values, indicating few false alarms and suggesting a high specificity in this range. The FPR begins to rise sharply after a certain threshold; for HS, this rise starts after a Sleep Count value of approximately 47, while for TO, the increase begins slightly earlier. This rapid increase in FPR beyond these values indicates a decline in the model's specificity, leading to more false positives being identified.

In Figure 7 (b), the FPR for HS remains relatively flat and low across a broader range of Bar Count values, which is indicative of consistent specificity. TO shows a low FPR, up to about 6 column meter values, more than 10 will rise sharply. This suggests that the specificity for TO dramatically decreases as the Bar Count increases, thereby increasing the likelihood of false positives.

![Figure 7: Impact of Sleep Count and Bar on FPR for Gait Events HS and TO](image)

d) Optimal selection of F1 Score

The F1 Score is a critical metric for evaluating model performance, especially in applications where both precision (the model's ability to identify only relevant instances) and recall (the model's ability to identify all relevant instances) are important. In the context of gait event detection, a high F1 Score signifies that the system effectively discriminates between true events and non-events, reducing the likelihood of false identifications and missed detections.

Figure 8 (a) depicts the F1 Score against Sleep Count values. Initially, for lower Sleep Count values, both HS and TO maintain high F1 Scores, indicating a balanced performance between precision and recall. The F1 Score for HS starts to decline after a Sleep Count value of around 62, whereas for TO, the score begins to decrease more significantly beyond this point. This suggests that the predictive performance of TO is more sensitive to changes in Sleep Count than HS.
Figure 8: Impact of Sleep Count and Bar on F1-Score for Gait Events HS and TO

In Figure 8 (b), the F1 Score is plotted against Bar Count values. For HS, the F1 Score peaks at a mid-range of Bar Count values and then begins a gradual decline, suggesting that there is an optimal range of Bar Count values that maximizes the balance between false positives and false negatives. In contrast, the F1 Score for TO sharply decreases after a Bar Count value of 15, indicating that its optimal predictive balance is maintained within a narrow range of lower Bar Count values.

e) Assessing the Independence of Hyperparameter

In this section, we delve into the three-dimensional representations that articulate the relationships between two critical hyperparameters—Sleep Count and Bar Count—and four pivotal evaluation metrics: F1 Score, Detection Rate, True Negative Rate (TNR), and False Positive Rate (FPR). Figure 9 provides a comprehensive perspective on how the alterations in hyperparameters influence the model's performance in gait detection tasks.

Figure 9: Coupling analysis of hyperparameter and performance index

The Figure 9 (a) showcases a landscape where the optimal regions are represented by peaks that correspond to high F1 Scores. This metric combines precision and recall, hence a high F1 Score suggests a balanced trade-off between these two. The plot illustrates that for both High Sensitivity (HS) and Threshold Optimization (TO) events, there exists a combination of Sleep Count and Bar Count that maximizes the F1 Score, with a discernible ridge that delineates the transition from suboptimal to optimal values.

The Figure 9 (b) illustrates the model's sensitivity—the rate at which true positives are correctly identified. The visualization indicates that within certain ranges of Sleep Count and Bar Count, the Detection Rate reaches a plateau, suggesting a threshold beyond which increasing Sleep Count or Bar Count does not significantly enhance detection capabilities.
The Figure 9 (c) indicates the model's specificity, where higher values correspond to better performance in correctly labeling negatives. The plot demonstrates a clear decline in TNR with increasing Sleep Count and Bar Count, illustrating the model's tendency to incorrectly classify negatives as positives at higher parameter values.

The Figure 9 (d) of the FDR, thus, clearly demarcates the areas of optimal hyperparameter settings. The 'valley'—where the surface is at its lowest—represents the combination of Sleep Count and Bar Count that minimizes the FDR, which is paramount for the practical deployment of a gait event detection system. Within this valley, the model achieves a desirable balance, effectively reducing the occurrence of false positives while maintaining a high detection rate.

Critically, the analyses of Figure 9 suggest a lack of coupling between the evaluation metrics. Each metric evolve independently in response to the hyperparameters. For instance, the F1 Score and Detection Rate do not show direct trade-offs; regions exist where both can be optimized. Similarly, the TNR and FPR plots, while inversely related, do not imply a direct trade-off between them across all ranges of Sleep Count and Bar Count. Instead, they indicate that an optimal balance can be struck, wherein both specificity and the minimization of false positives can be achieved simultaneously. Decoupling of evaluation metrics means that we are able to fine-tune model parameters to achieve specific performance results.

The individual analysis of hyperparameters reveals that:

- Sleep count has a critical impact on all four metrics. When [36,44] is reached, the F1 score and detection rate maintain high values. It shows that both precise recall balance and sensitivity are preserved over this range.
- Bar Count shows a more subtle effect. Although the detection rate remains stable within [4,10], both TNR and F1 scores show sensitivity beyond 9, and in particular the F1 score peaks before decreasing. Therefore, the optimal range of Bar Count is [4,9], where the tradeoff between false positives and false negatives is the most favorable.

C. Ablation Study for SRSO and Adjsutive Bar Decision Rule

To rigorously evaluate the significance of SRSO and Adjustive Bar Decision Rule in our gait event detection model, we conducted a series of ablation studies. These experiments were designed to systematically remove or vary these hyperparameters to assess their impact on the model's F1 Score. This approach allows us to isolate the contribution of each hyperparameter to the overall effectiveness of the model.

a) Ablation of SRSO Strategy

The SRSO Strategy is an intricate part of our model that dynamically adjusts the sleep count based on detected step patterns and timing, intending to optimize the sleep duration to the step frequency. To understand the extent of its impact, we first disabled the SRSO Strategy, reverting to a non-responsive, static sleep count set at the previously determined optimal static value.

The ablation results of the SRSO strategy are shown in Figure 10. Without the SRSO Strategy, the model suffered a degradation in performance, primarily evidenced by a decline in the F1 Score. This was particularly noticeable in varying walking speeds, suggesting that the SRSO's dynamic adjustment is vital for maintaining high model performance across different gait dynamics. The ability to adapt the sleep count in real-time is a key factor in ensuring the model's robustness against variability in step patterns.

b) Ablation of Adjustive Bar Decision Rule

Next, we targeted the Adjustive Bar Decision Rule, which dynamically calibrates the bar count to adapt the detection threshold based on recent gait event frequencies. By maintaining the bar count to 0, we analyzed the consequences on the model's precision and false-positive rates.

As shown in Figure 11, the model experienced a significant loss in precision and an uptick in false-positive rates without the Adjustive Bar Decision Rule. The fixed bar count failed to discern subtle variations in gait events as effectively as the dynamic rule, leading to a higher rate of incorrect event classifications. The Adjustive Bar Decision Rule proved to be a critical feature for enhancing the model's discriminative capabilities, enabling a more nuanced detection of genuine gait events.

c) Combined Ablation

The combined ablation of both the SRSO Strategy and Adjustive Bar Decision Rule provided insights into their synergistic operation. As shown in Figure 12, eliminating both features resulted in a further compromised model performance, reinforcing the idea that these features work in tandem to optimize F1 Score.
Figure 10: Ablation experiments without SRSO Strategy in various gait scenarios

Figure 11: Ablation experiments without adjustable bar decision rule in various gait scenarios
Figure 12: Ablation experiments without SRSO Strategy and adjustable bar decision rule in various gait scenarios

d) Analysis of Ablation Results

From the Table 1 the following observations and analyses can be drawn:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gait Scene</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Baseline+SRSO</th>
<th>Baseline+Bar Decision</th>
<th>Baseline+SRSO+Bar Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-stop+ normal walking</td>
<td>90.25</td>
<td>98.93</td>
<td>95.85</td>
<td>99.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson’s</td>
<td>80.27</td>
<td>89.39</td>
<td>92.80</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bent stiffness</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>87.07</td>
<td>90.43</td>
<td>97.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick start-stop + turning</td>
<td>45.06</td>
<td>64.35</td>
<td>66.45</td>
<td>87.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick start + stop (3 steps at a time)</td>
<td>40.16</td>
<td>87.18</td>
<td>64.56</td>
<td>94.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragging feet</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>75.15</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>80.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal walking + turning</td>
<td>90.46</td>
<td>95.32</td>
<td>93.59</td>
<td>97.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal gait</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>75.86</td>
<td>88.24</td>
<td>96.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing circles</td>
<td>64.00</td>
<td>78.05</td>
<td>84.40</td>
<td>97.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overextension of the knees</td>
<td>55.45</td>
<td>64.74</td>
<td>82.05</td>
<td>92.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-toeing</td>
<td>67.11</td>
<td>76.34</td>
<td>95.15</td>
<td>98.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>69.01</td>
<td>87.35</td>
<td>85.66</td>
<td>95.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Start-Stop + Normal Walking: The implementation of SRSO brings about a significant enhancement in F1 score, indicating its effectiveness in dynamic walking patterns. Adding both SRSO and the Bar Decision rule leads to the highest F1 score, which shows that the synergy between responsiveness to step variation and adaptability in decision threshold is particularly beneficial.

- Parkinson’s and Bent Stiffness Scenarios: In these scenarios, characterized by irregular and stiff movements, the SRSO strategy alone shows a considerable improvement, suggesting its utility in detecting nuanced gait abnormalities. However, the Adjustive Bar Decision rule alone demonstrates a greater improvement in the Parkinson's scenario, possibly due to its impact on enhancing detection sensitivity. The combined strategies again yield the best F1 scores, underscoring their complementary strengths.
Quick Start-Stop + Turning and Quick Start + Stop: Scenarios involving rapid changes in movement display a marked improvement with the introduction of SRSO, which effectively adjusts to the abrupt changes in step patterns. The combined application of SRSO and the Bar Decision rule results in a drastic improvement, emphasizing the necessity of adaptive strategies in complex gait patterns.

Dragging Feet and Overextension of the Knees: These scenarios, which typically involve more subtle gait deviations, benefit from the individual and combined enhancements. However, the combined strategy does not outperform the Bar Decision rule as much in the dragging feet scenario, indicating that while adaptiveness is crucial, the decision rule plays a more significant role in such nuanced cases.

Normal Walking + Turning and Drawing Circles: These represent scenarios with a mix of predictable and unpredictable movements. The SRSO's incremental improvement suggests its utility in handling regular gait, while the Bar Decision rule's larger impact implies its effectiveness in managing unpredictability. Together, they achieve the highest F1 scores. Tip-Toeing: This unique gait scenario sees one of the largest improvements with the Bar Decision rule, which suggests that adjusting the decision threshold is particularly important for detecting this type of gait.

The Baseline+SRSO configuration consistently improves the F1 scores across all scenarios compared to the baseline, validating the efficacy of the SRSO strategy in enhancing the model's responsiveness to diverse gait patterns.

The Baseline+Bar Decision configuration, while generally effective, particularly shines in scenarios that perhaps involve more consistent gait abnormalities (like Parkinson's), indicating the rule's importance in adjusting the detection threshold sensitively.

The Baseline+SRSO+Bar Decision configuration provides the highest F1 scores in almost all scenarios, underscoring the combined strategies' comprehensive impact on the model's performance. This indicates that while each strategy is effective on its own, their combination provides a synergistic effect that greatly enhances the model's predictive accuracy.

The Overall F1 score indicates a clear hierarchy in performance, with the combined configuration outperforming the individual strategy augmentations, which in turn outperform the baseline. This reveals a cumulative benefit from each strategy, where their integration leads to superior performance compared to their isolated applications.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The study has successfully developed the Real-time Gait Event Tracker (RGET) algorithm, showcasing its efficacy in precise real-time detection of key gait events across diverse gait patterns. Emphasizing accuracy and adaptability in dynamic environments, the RGET algorithm has demonstrated high performance in scenarios like normal walking, Parkinsonian gait, and flexed stiff gait, maintaining accuracy even in dynamic situations like "rapid initiation + turning." The incorporation of weighted sleep time and Adjustive Bar Decision Rule enhances the algorithm's ability to handle variations in gait curve amplitudes.

By analyzing IMU data, RGET algorithm can effectively distinguish real gait events from false alarms caused by noise, and its F1 Score can reach 95.9%. Despite the remarkable achievements, limitations still exist, especially in abnormal gait patterns such as "dragging" and "knee hyperextension", where sensitivity is reduced. Future research directions could involve refining the algorithm to address these specific patterns and exploring its applicability across diverse demographics and health conditions for real-world scenarios.
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